
A Taste of Food Photography

STUDENT BRIEFING

To ensure that you get the maximum benefit from this workshop and make the best shots possible, Neil has 
prepared a brief for each of the assignments that you will undertake at the workshop. 

Preparing ahead by thinking about the mood of each shot will enable you to put your own spin on things and 
create unique images that match your vision. For some ideas to get your creative juices flowing please refer 
to the Propping Tips section. You will, of course, get more ideas and inspiration for lighting and propping 
during the morning session of the workshop. 

For the practical session, the class will be divided in to small groups. Each student will have a maximum of 
15 minutes to create an image at each of the 3 setups provided AFTER Neil and Fiona have demonstrated 
them. When not shooting, you may continue your learning by assisting fellow photographers in positioning 
lights, reflectors, etc. You can also use this time to think about your next assignment and (once you have 
photographed at least one set up) select your favourite images for the end of day review session.  

The assignments will be as follows: 

Assignment A – Natural Light 

A leading food magazine requires an image for a single page editorial. The objective of this first set up is to 
illustrate the use of natural light. You will be provided with the fresh ingredients to prepare one shot serving 
and styling tips and assistance from Fiona where practical. 

Assignment B – Continuous Light Sources 

You are tasked with making a creative self-promotion shot using simple raw ingredients provided. The 
objective of this shot is to light your photograph using continuous light sources similar to those that you may 
have at home; a selection of continuous tungsten lamps will be provided for you to use as you wish.  

Assignment C – Studio Flash Lights 

A food brand has approached you to create an image for an advertising campaign. The objective of this shot 
is to demonstrate the use of studio lighting (flash/strobe). You will be provided with the food items needed for 
this single advert which is to be used on a billboard.  
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Items to be provided by GPP: 

- Reflectors, etc, for Assignment A (ambient light set up) 
- A variety of continuous light sources for Assignment B.  
- Profoto studio light set up with various modifiers, complete with necessary triggers. 
- All food to be shot for assignments A, B and C. 
- All set ups will be on a plain white table (GPP may provide a textured background for any or all of the shots, 
as deemed necessary). 
- Some extension tubes will be available for Canon and Nikon. 
- Some props will be provided on the day. 

What to bring: 

- Your camera (full charged) 
- Plenty of SD/CF card space 
- Lens/lenses – anywhere between 50 to 150mm range. Dedicated Macro lens if you have one.  
- Tripod (some lighter weight tripods will be available for those who do not have one) 
- Macro lens or extension tubes if you have them (a limited number of extension tubes will be available for 
students to share at the class – compatible with Canon and Nikon only). 

Propping Tips: 

Now that you know what the subject matter is for each of your assignments, it’s time to start planning. The 
lighting equipment, ingredients and props will be provided to you, but how you will use them is your 
decision. 

A good starting point is to think about the mood you want to portray in your image. What story do you want 
your image to tell? Once you have established this, you can think about: 

- colours and tones that match this mood 
- lighting – will it be bright and high key, or dark and low key? 
- props – what other items might you add to your image to help tell the story?  

The props you choose should support (not takeover) the image and may include: 
- surfaces/cloths 
- Crockery 
- Glasses 
- Cutlery 
- Chopping boards 

Most items will be provided at the workshop, but if you have a specific look in mind you may bring 
appropriate props from home, however you will be responsible for their care and use during class and 
propping yourself may reduce the time available to you to shoot. 

Looking forward to seeing you at GPP this weekend & we’re sure you’ll have a wonderful class with us! 

Neil, Fiona & the GPP Team 


